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Abstract
The task to identify a subset of about 400 terms highly relevant to crop wild relatives was performed as a
continuation to an earlier project where a set of about 11400 term was extracted from on-line sources.
Terms with high relevance were grouped into themes, roughly corresponding to Agrovoc (top level) categories,
or indicatives of the thematic sources from which the terms were collected (biological, geographical on-line
dictionaries etc), with an attempt to balance the number of terms between the groups. For the import into
the ontology structure the themes were converted to namespaces in order to preserve the grouping and allow
manipulation within ontology client programs on terms based on namespace grouping. Before the import the
namespaces were slightly modified and adapted to some other existing ontologies.
In addition to selecting relevant terms and definitions, definition of vertical and horizontal relationships
between the terms was performed. Terms were also linked to sources (uris) through Dublin Core extensions of
the ontology structure.
The export from sql to rdf/owl was done with a script written in Perl that extracted the terms, descriptions,
sources from the database, plus vertical hierarchy, term synonyms and other variants, as well as some simple
horizontal relationships and produced an import file for Protégé in rdf/owl format.
The resulting subset of terms was provided as a number of files; a main file containing core structure, object
and data type definitions and term data in separate files per namespace, suitable for import by an ontology
client program such as Protégé.
Introduction
The cwr ontology project is part of the cwr project, which
involves both fao and Bioversity International and other
national stake holders.
The starting point for the cwr ontology was a larger set
on 11407 terms that were extracted from on-line sources
(glossaries, dictionaries, pdf-publications and thematic
web-pages), during an earlier project. The terms have been
stored in a relational sql database.
Term definitions
The results from the previous project on cwr-related terms
was used as the starting point. All information from the
previous project, including copies of the original uri con-
tent had been stored in the sql database. From these re-
sults (11407 terms) the fields containing terms, definitions,
uris and dates of last access were extracted from records
flagged as glossaries or dictionaries, and were collected
into a new database table, containing about 3500 terms.
Some additional terms and descriptions were later added
to this table manually later.
Terms
The target number of terms relevant to cwr was set to
about 400 in this project. From the terms for which def-
initions existed in the database a very small set of terms
was manually selected, roughly consisting of balanced sub-
sets of terms representing the themes agriculture, botany,
environment and protection, earth and soil sciences, genet-
ics, law and resource management. In the database cre-
ated during the previous project fields flagging the terms
according to theme were used for creating the initial bal-
anced term set of about 200 terms.
During a later stage in the project additional terms were
added from the cwr descriptor lists that were published in
August 2006. In retrospective, it may have been a mistake
to add the descriptor list terms at this stage, because of the
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implications this had on creating the ontology structure.
The terms are entered into the ontology in singular form,
with plural forms as variants where applicable.
Taxonomic and geographic names and other proper
nouns are not included, as these generally represent in-
stances of classes rather than classes and should not be
part of an ontology structure.
Ontology
An ontology structure requires the included terms and con-
cepts to be connected in vertical and horizontal relation-
ships. The vertical relationships, the basic hierarchy, is sup-
posed to be based on the subclass concept, where all terms
directly or indirectly are linked to the top concept, Thing. A
lower level term should always satisfy the ’is a’ relation to
a higher term. The horizontal relations between the terms
are based on other properties. The most common property
is a partitive ’part of’ relation.
Because the existing vocabulary databases used as refer-
ences in this and the preceding project (Agrovoc and cabi)
in most cases have used ’part of’ relationships in their hier-
archy, much work had to be done in redefining the hierarchy
to conform to is_a relations. E.g. a term like disease trans-
mission is defined as a subclass of pathology in Agrovoc. In
an ontology ’disease transmission’ is_a ’biological dispersal’,
which in turn is a ’ecological phenomenon’, while ’pathol-
ogy’ is_a ’biological science’ belonging to the human activity
namespace.
The example above also illustrates the use of namespaces
in the ontology. Pathology belongs to the namespace hu-
man activity – removing pathology, a science, from the face
of the earth would not remove diseases, which belong to
the ecology namespace.
Using namespaces in an ontology is strictly not neces-
sary, but helps during the construction phase in several
ways:
• each term associated with a term on higher level (ver-
tical is_a) in the sql database was also associated
with a namespace code. Originally the namespace
codes were crude indications of the type of source the
term was taken from (geography, agriculture etc) but
during the cwr work namespaces were refined and
adapted to other existing ontologies.
• one effect the namespaces was that instead of one
large hierarchy of associated terms and concepts
there was a number of smaller hierarchies that could
be processed individually. Work can be concen-
trated on one particular namespace at a time, or
by assigning different teams of experts to work on
different namespaces. In the ontology client, e.g.
Protégé, namespaces can be imported individually,
be dropped and re-imported without rebuilding the
whole ontology.
• some namespaces, e.g. ’units’, ’numerics’, ’time’
are more or less universal and immutable across ex-
isting ontologies. In a thematic project like cwr it
should not be necessary to redefine measurement
units since a namespace for measurements has al-
ready been built by experts in other projects.
• namespaces helps to resolve ambiguous terms. The
cwr project cuts across several scientific fields and
it is difficult to avoid terms that have different defi-
nitions in different fields. E.g. ’area’ is a term com-
monly used in environmental protection, but ’area’ is
also a mathematical term with a different definition.
Keeping ambiguous terms in different namespaces al-
lows the use of the terms themselves as unique ids
in the ontology.
• in the ontology client the hierarchy becomes more
comprehensive both visually and conceptually as only
the top terms of the smaller hierarchies constitute the
top of the complete ontology. In the ontology client
the namespace for each term is indicated by an asso-
ciated prefix.
• the main part of the ontology consists only of object
and datatype definitions – all terms are added by im-
porting namespaces.
Of course, when replacing complete namespaces care
must be taken to avoid dropping terms in the old names-
pace that have been referenced in horizontal relationships
from terms in other namespaces as this would break the
integrity of the ontology.
The cwr ontology groups the terms into following
namespaces (prefixes in parentheses): biology (b), spatial
things (c), ecology (e), phenomena (f), earth (g), human
activity (h), numerics (n), material things (m), properties
(p), processes (r), substances (s), time (t) and units (u)
(Table 1).
The classification of biological diversity has some inter-
esting aspects of the use of namespaces. Most classifica-
tion systems are human inventions, e.g the classification
of weeds and utilitarian plants, ornamental plants, medici-
nal plants and so on, and go under human activity. But the
evolutionary relationships between the organisms are not
part of human activity and thus fall under the biosphere
namespace, even if the science of taxonomy is part of hu-
man activity. Thus under biosphere and organism we have
prokaryote with subclasses archeabacterium and bacterium,
and eukaryote with subclasses protist, fungus, plant, animal.
Of course these divisions may change as we learn more
about evolutionary relationships, but nevertheless they are
not human inventions.
The main part of the work with the ontology was con-
cerned with defining the vertical relations, i.e. finding a
suitable superclass for each term. Many ’glue terms’ had to
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namespace description
biosphere Most things that directly belongs
to biology, e.g. structure and func-
tions
ecology Things that concern interaction be-
tween living things and the envi-
ronment
earth realm Geography and the physical earth
human activities Human society and its activities
and effects thereof
material things Non-living things, sometimes re-
lated to human activity
numerics Numbers. math concepts like ar-
rays, coordinates
phenomena Phenomena that can be observed
that does not directly relate to
other namespaces
processes Physical processes
properties Physical, chemical or spatial prop-
erties
spatial things Things denoting spatial extent
substances Chemical and composed sub-
stances
time Time concepts
units Measurement units
Table 1: Namespaces in the cwr ontology
be added in this process – terms lacking immediate defini-
tions but necessary for linking to higher levels. The adding
of terms from the cwr descriptor lists, mentioned above,
considerably slowed this process because of the number
of unrelated, odd terms, i.e. professional titles, not directly
relevant for cwr.
Horizontal relations
The horizontal relations, or properties, in the ontology are
mostly partitive, part_of, relations. But there are also other
types, e.g. causative, temporal, essive and instrumental
property relations. These object relationships among them-
selves form vertical relationships, e.g. ’member of’ is a
subclass of the partitive property relation (Table 2).
Only a small part of the required and possible horizon-
tal relations were defined before the import of the term set
into the ontology structure. This is because a proper on-
tology program is needed before the horizontal relations
can be defined efficiently. Many properties are actually ’re-
quired’ and ’necessary and sufficient’ for the terms, but to
define such properties require proper tools that are only
available in an ontology client program.
Also, some terms are always linked to others (’all values
from’) while other links are not always true (’some values
type def forward reverse
partitive
has part part of
has member member of
causative
causes caused by
affects affected by
essive
used to make made from
source derived from
temporal
develops into develops from
precedes follows
instrumental
grows in growth environment for
is means for performed by means of
objective
has author is author of
predicative
has property property of
Table 2: Examples of horizontal relations, object type defini-
tions, their vertical hierarchy and their forward and reverse
forms
from’). As an example, in the cwr descriptor lists insects
are mentioned as pollinators of some plants. This means
that the term insect, a subclass of animal, needs to be in-
cluded in the ontology. But all insects do not perform pol-
lination and neither are all plants pollinated by insects, so
the horizontal relationship becomes more complicated, ’in-
sect: performs some pollination’, and from the reverse side:
’pollination: performed_by some insect, performed_by some
wind’ etc.
Many horizontal relationships like the example above
have been defined in the relational cwr database before the
import to the ontology structure, but many more remain to
be defined with the ontology program where more proper
tools are provided.
A very complicated example where the horizontal rela-
tions could not defined before the import into the ontol-
ogy client is the lichen. A lichen is a fungus, either an
ascomycete (most commonly) or a basidiomycete with a
component alga and/or cyanobacterium. So the relation-
ship should be something like in Table 3:
Furthermore, the relationships in Table 3 effectively de-
fine what a lichen is and thus should be used as a necessary
and sufficient type of relationship.
If lichen was to be placed as is_a subclasses twice, un-
der both ascomycete and basidiomycete, the rule that a
subclass cannot belong to two superclasses on the same
level would be violated. Thus lichenmust be placed directly
under fungus, on the same level as ascomycete and basid-
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lichen
(has_component some ascomycete
or
has_component some basidiomycete)
and
((has_component some alga
and
has_component some cyanobacterium)
or
has_component some alga
or
has_component some cyanobacterium
)
Table 3: Example of complex properties for ’lichen’. The expres-
sions follow the syntax used in Protégé’s expression builder.
iomycete.
The examples further illustrate the fact that constructing
an ontology is an endless process that requires very special-
ized knowledge, as well as access to a good ontology client
program.
Synonyms, acronyms, abbreviations, sense and
spelling variants
Term variants that share definitions should not duplicate
the classes in the ontology. Thus a solution had to be found
that satisfied this requirement. The ontology has been cre-
ated in two different formats, dl and Full, depending on
which of two possible solutions is preferable.
One solution is to treat alternative terms as datatype
properties (Table 4). Through this solution one of the
term is selected as the main term while the variants are
linked as literal datatype properties. Unfortunately the on-
tology then no longer passes dl validation, because the
alternative terms are effectively instances that are treated
as classes.
type def forward reverse
synonym
has plural has singular
narrow synonym broad synonym
exact synonym
has acronym is acronym for
has abbreviation is abbreviation of
Table 4: Examples of term variant handling through literal
datatype properties. Vertical relations, as well as forward and
reverse forms can be defined as for normal object properties.
The other solution is to usemultiple labels for terms that
have variants. While not violating dl validation this has the
consequence that there no longer is a main, preferred term,
but all terms which the same language tag are equal, except
for order in which they appear.
The current two main ontology clients available, Protégé
and obo-edit, have different approaches to solve the prob-
lem of term variants. The latter has more elaborate han-
dling of term variants, but at the same time lacks compati-
bility with rdf/owl, though conversion utilities exist.
Although not specifically mentioned in the tor for this
project, the results have been delivered in rdf/owl format.
The obo format would have been another possibility.
Sources and quotes
The cwr ontology uses the Dublin Core extensions to pro-
vide sources (uris), definitions, and last dates of access
for the terms included. References to Agrovoc also are pro-
vided through the Dublin Core extensions.
Database export, ontology import and be-
yond
The work on the terms, their definitions and relations was
done using a relational database, with the advantage of hav-
ing possibilities to do semi-automated commands effect-
ing groups of terms. Such operations are not possible after
the structure has been exported into an ontology structure
for use by an ontology client program, Protégé or obo-edit.
The export from sql to rdf/owl was done with a
script written in Perl that extracted the terms, descriptions,
sources from the database, plus vertical hierarchy, term syn-
onyms and other variants, as well as some simple horizon-
tal relationships and produced an import file for Protégé in
rdf/owl format.
After the import to an ontology client the process of
changing and redefining becomes a one-by-one process.
Adding definitions and sources now largely becomes a mat-
ter of cut-and-paste operation. And once extensive changes
on relations between terms have been made in the ontol-
ogy client it will not be possible to go back and produce the
import file again from the cwr sources in the sql database
without losing everything that has been done in the ontol-
ogy program after the import, at least for the namespace
concerned.
On the other hand, from this point onward further edit-
ing also most certainly needs the assistance of experts in
the various fields covered, and thus also becomes a task
for a larger team of experts with thorough knowledge in
their fields of expertize as well as principles behind ontol-
ogy structures.
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